Dear Ladies,

Considering the gray palette of the skies lately, I am most grateful to be spending my time researching colorful art topics for our events. So far this year we have explored the world of the Impressionists and had a very detailed lecture on Berthe Morisot. Next up will the the Post-Impressionists and the "Belle of Venice", collector extraordinaire, Peggy Guggenheim.

At the POST-IMPRESSIONISTS LUNCHEON, Thursday March 2, at noon, we'll screen a documentary with an overview of what followed the Impressionist revolution. Cézanne, Seurat, Gauguin and VanGogh, continued to innovate and reveal new forms of expression which would then lead into the modernism of the twentieth century.

At the PEGGY GUGGENHEIM LUNCHEON,
Thursday March 16 at noon, Peggy picks up the story in the twentieth century. Her illustrious surname aside, Peggy, prodigious lover of art and artists, compiled a collection of modern art with $40,000. that would be worth millions today. Her gorgeous Venetian palazzo which is now her museum, is a tribute to vision and passion and just plain smarts.

To join in our programs please contact us at womensforumusa@gmail.com. Your address will then be added to our email distribution list for the monthly newsletter and detailed announcements of all events.

Think Spring!

Evelyn